North University Dr.

Welcome!

						
The Geo Trail is a nearly 2-mile long hiking and snowshoeing trail
that was constructed with local labor and materials using sustainable construction
techniques. Linking Quail Park at Crystal Terrace, Sky Lakes Medical Center and Oregon
Institute of Technology, it provides scenic vistas of the Klamath Basin below, and offers
an opportunity for relaxation and physical activity to all who enjoy it.

Geo-What? Geothermal!

Can you see the big building behind
you? That is a geothermal power plant!
Geothermal is energy made by hot water
under the ground that is pumped up and
used to generate electricity to heat Oregon
Tech and Crystal Terrace. Sky Lakes
Medical Center heats with geothermal too.
Look ahead! Can you see the solar panels?
This solar array captures the energy from
the sun to make electricity.

Did You Know?

V The Oregon Tech campus is the only
campus that is geothermally heated
in America!
V Each year, the solar panels that you see
create the same amount of energy as
225,000 gallons of gasoline.
V Sky Lakes Medical Center heats most of
its campus with geothermal energy too!
V The combined use of geothermal energy
at Sky Lakes and Oregon Tech is the
equivalent of removing 756 cars from
the road every year!

Geo Trail Rules:

1. The Geo Trail is designed for pedestrians only. Please walk your bike!
2. Keep dogs on a leash and pick up after your pets.
3. Please stay on marked trails.
4. No motor vehicles, hunting, or shooting allowed.
5. Smoking and alcoholic beverages are prohibited.
6. No camping, fire, or fireworks.
7. Please pack out your trash or use the provided trash receptacles.
8. Geo Trail hours are sunrise to sunset. Enjoy your experience on the Geo Trail!

East University Dr.

						
In Klamath Falls, we are fortunate
to have renewable energy resources!

SUGGESTED ROUTES
Symbol

Description

5 min.

600 steps

Parking lot to
north end of trail
(round-trip)

0.71 mi

15 min.

1450 steps

“Geo Loop”
to top and back

0.78 mi

20 min.

1500 steps

People entering and using privately owned lands for recreational
purposes are responsible for exercising due care in their use of the
land. Please stay on the trails. Don’t disturb, develop or tamper with
trails. Exercise caution on uneven terrain. Yield to oncoming trail
users and don’t litter. Pack it in, pack it out.
Ref: Oregon Recreational Use Statute: ORS 105.672 to 105.696

LEGEND
Accessible Trail *

To report issues on the trail, please send an email to geotrail@klamathtrails.org.

Scale:

With special thanks to Diversified Contractors, Inc. and the many local
businesses and volunteers for their generous support.

Steps

0.30 mi

Gravel Trail **

The Geo Trail was created by:

Time

Parking lot to
south end of trail
(round-trip)

Like trails? Want to help maintain, improve or expand the trail system?
Join the Klamath Trails Alliance and help support this trail and the many other trails
we maintain at Moore Park and Spence Mountain. Go to www.klamathtrails.org.
To view trail conditions, visit trailforks.com or www.klamathtrails.org/trail-conditionsreport/. In case of emergency, dial 911.

Distance

Parking

Roads
250 ft.

250 ft.
0.1 mi

Note: Gravel surfaces may be uneven or loose. Please use caution.
* This trail has slopes of less than 8%.
** This trail has larger aggregate and slopes that exceed 8%.

